COVID-19 Music Lessons Protocol
Please note that by registering for the Cello, Violin, Viola or Double Bass Lessons
at FLOCELLO EUROPEAN STRING INSTRUMENTS MUSIC STUDIO, you
agree to the following protocols which will elevate hygiene, health, and safety and
make it more likely all attendees can participate in what will be an immensely
valuable LEARNING PROCESS without getting sick:
- WAIVER: Everyone (attendees, students, sponsors, and venue staff, teaching staff) will sign a
waiver stating that if you get sick, it is no one else's fault.
-TESTING: Everyone will be tested for fever (body temperature) when is getting at the music
studio
- MASKS: Everyone will be required to wear a mask, and those without one will be provided
one.
- CAPACITY / DISTANCING: The format of CELLO/VIOLIN/VIOLA/DOUBLE BASS LESSONS
will be reduced to ONE- ON- ONE CLASSES in order to provide for appropriate physical
distancing.
- NO FOOD: No food will be allowed during the lessons.
- COUGHING OR SIGNS OF SYMPTOMS: Should you start coughing uncontrollably or exhibit
other symptoms, you will be asked to leave the studio and go to a medical professional consult
and treatment until symptoms or medical conditions subside. Then you'll be welcome to return to
the musical studio.
- IMMUNITY CERTIFICATIONS: We will monitor the existence of so-called "immunity
certifications" and those who possess them may not have to comply with some or all of these
protocols to attend the musical studio lessons or other events.
- NO-LOSS REFUND POLICY: Under no circumstance, even if you arrive sick and have to
leave, you will not lose value from your music lesson paid - we'll simply credit you toward the
following available lesson (in full) or another event we produce. If we cancel, you'll get a full
refund. If you cancel ahead of time, we'll transfer your payment or credit you back for a future
lesson event.
This liability protocol extends to the music studio together with all owners, partners, students
and employees.
Date:
Print full name and signature:
Phone:
E-mail address:

